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Executive Summary 
This project is a comparison of Landsat imagery of Sacramento County from different generations.  I will 
attempt to compare a Landsat 8 Image collected in 2021 to a Landsat 7 image collected in 2000 as well 
as a Landsat 5 imaged collected in 1985.  I will acquire the Landsat band image tiff files from the USGS 
Earth Explorer portal and then run a classification process on each generation of image.  I intend to be 
able to compare the classifications of each era and be able to estimate the changing urbanization of 
Sacramento County over that last thirty-five years. 

Purpose 
To be able to classify three Landsat satellite images covering the extent of the Sacramento County.  
These will be a Landsat 8 imaged from March of 2021, a Landsat 7 image from March of 2000, and a 
Landsat 5 image from March 1985.  I will use a simple classification on these images that will include the 
following categories: Urban/Suburban, Cultivated/Rural, Grassland, and Water.  With this I will 
determine the different areas covered by each classification and compare how these changed between 
the different images. 

Process 

Data Collection 
Using the United Stated 
Geologic Survey (USGS) Earth 
Explorer portal, I downloaded 
Landsat Images for my 
project.  I created a search for 
features that covered the 
area of Sacramento County, 
California. I drilled down into 
the Landst Collection2 Level 2 
features sets and selected all 
three of the Landsat 
categories that cover Landsat 
4 through Landsat 8 data.  
After reading several 
documents on the different 
collection and levels, I am still 
not sure which would have 
been best, so I selected Collection 2, level 2 as it was the most “processed”. 
 



I then looked through the 
available data for each 
Landsat collection to 
determine which looked like 
it would work best for my 
project.  I ended up selecting 
images that covered the 
majority of Sacramento 
county from each LandSat 
collection that were collected 
in March so they would all be 
from the same season.  I also 
selected images that were 
about 20 years apart.  I had to 
settle for an image from 1985 
as that was the earlyest 
available in these sets. 
 

Feature Sets 

After I had acquired the data that I intend to use from USGS, 
I created the base raster feature sets I intend to classify from 
each of the Landsat datasets.  First, I took the each if the 
separate band images and combined them into a single, 
multiband raster with the Composite Bands Geoprocessing 

tool.  
 



Next, I trimmed the Landsat images with the Clip Raster Geoprocessing tool to the extent of Sacramento 
County.  

 

Finally, I symbolized the rasters to use the near infrared, infrared, and 
red bands in the red, green, and blue channels respectively.  

 



Classification 
Once I had the base raster of Sacramento County for each Landsat image, I went through the Image 
Classification process.  Starting with creating an image segmentation raster.  

 

I next went the through Image Classification Wizard.  
  



 

Figure 1: Showing the various training selections 

  



After selecting the first round of training sites, I then went through the rest of the steps of the 
Classification Wizard. 

 

Looking at this classification there are a lot of segments in the urban area that were classified as either 
planted/cultivated or wetlands.  Looking closer, it is clear that these were school, park, and other green 
spaces in the urban areas. 

 



I then classified this image; skipping over the class merging step. 

Finally, I did a few reclassifying on some of the urban segments misclassified as agriculture and 
wetlands. 

 



I quickly realized that there were way to many of these small areas to reclassify one by one, so I backed 
up in the wizard and selected several dozen more urban samples, concentrating on the school, park, and 
green spaces.  After completing the process I ended up with a noticable improved result, but there is still 
work to be done. 

 

  



Challenges 
I found this entire project to be the most difficult challenge to date in my ARC GIS studies.  I was unable 
to complete my goal of doing an analysis of the changes in urbanization for time.  Right from the start I 
was finding options I did not have the experience or knowledge to make much of a rational choice.  
While investigating the USGS data availble in the Earth Explore portal, I was presented with three types 
of of Landsat datasets: Collection 1, Collection 2 Level-1, and Collection 2 Level-2.  Reading the metadata 
and other sources I found, did not really provide me a clear picture on why would would choose one 
option over another.  Next, once I decided to use the Collection 2 Level-2 data set and downloaded the 
product bundle I was presented with twenty-three files, including twelve varieties of geotiff files beyond 
the seven different band files. 

Once I started an ArcGIS Pro project to classify the images, I was unsure with how to use the various 
bands, let alone the other options that I chose to ignore.  I ended up using the red and infrared bands as 
demonstrated in the class classification wizard, but I did not have a good understanding on why this was 
a good set.  I also wondered if the classification tools only uses the three bands defined in the layer 
symbology, or are the other bands utilized in the classification? 

Next was deciding what classifications to uses and how to train the classification wizard to use them.  I 
recognized that the Sacramento County area does not really have any forests.  There are grass lands, but 
should those be classified as herbaceous or shrubland?  What about the difference between 
planted/cultivated and barren?  How to decide a field is unplanted or not from an image.   

When selecting urbanization segments, I struggled with how dense does the housing need to be to 
count as urbanized?  I also struggled with what to do with green spaces scattered through the urbanized 
areas: parks, schools, creeks, and other undeveloped spaces.  Should these be lumped into the 
ubanization category as I did, or should they be one of the other classifications or one or more 
classifications of their own. 

I went through the classification process over half a dozen times with multiple sets of images I aquired 
from the USGS.  Through out all of this effort, I was only able to complete the process once to the point 
where I produced a slightly usefull product, but one that still needs at least a couple of more passes 
before I could use it for any type of analysis.   

Conclusions 
I found this project to be challenging and difficult work.  I was unsuccessful in completing my goal.  I may 
have chosen too large of a project to complete in the time available for this class.  I wonder if I would 
have had more success if I had just attempted to classify just my local neighborhood or something like 
that.  While I seemed to have the computing resources to cover the county, I really did not have enough 
knowledge of the area to make the many types of classification choices necessary. 

This work is not the type I typically enjoy.  If I can all help it, I will leave this type of work to people who 
do enjoy it.  If I am required to do this type of work, I will need considerably more training, practice, and 
experience before I would have any proficiency with this process. 


